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Nature & Culture International Poetry Film Festival
returns to Copenhagen in its 2nd edition
November, 2022 – Copenhagen

Husets Biograf, the oldest independent cinema of the city of Copenhagen, has been
announced as the base for this year’s edition of “Nature & Culture: International Poetry Film
Festival”, taking place the 20th of November at the cinema, with poetry performances, film
screenings and director talks, as well as a digital version of all films from November 20 to the
30th on the Poetic Phonotheque’s website.

The festival will be screening an official selection of documentaries, animations, experimental
films, short films and poetry films which use a poetic language to discuss the current
environmental viewpoints and humanity’s relationship with nature. These films were chosen
from approx. 600 films received from all over the world, and vary in genre, language, style
and origin, but share a poetic style and a love for our environment as points of connection.
All poetry films selected for this festival, additionally are added to the permanent archive of
the Poetic Phonotheque, which rotates in screenings throughout the Nordic countries.
The Poetic Phonotheque is an initiative created in the beginning of the lockdown by Red
Door Magazine in Copenhagen, to bring poetry to every household free of charge, with the
purpose of maintaining and enhancing community connections through poetry. The goal of
this archive is also to document the current trends, thoughts, subjects and styles happening
internationally and locally through the voices that experience our current world through
poetry. Poets are encouraged to add their voice to the collection of the Phonotheque by
recording it directly on the website poeticphonotheque.com where the whole collection can
be enjoyed.
The general public is invited to follow the Poetic Phonotheque’s website and social media
(@detpoetiskefonotek) to see the full program, receive open calls, see previous publications,
and be inspired by the expressions of the creators all around us.
Nature & Culture – International Poetry Film Festival takes place on November 20, 2022 at
Husets Biograf - Rådhusstræde 13, 2 th, 1466 Copenhagen, Denmark from 14 to 21. Get
your tickets via billetto at:
https://billetto.dk/en/e/nature-culture-film-festival-tickets-693080
Learn more at:
www.poeticphonotheque.com
Media inquiries can be sent to: poetiskefonotek@gmail.com
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